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Introducing Zebra Up & Down: Adjustable Tables of a Different Stripe
JANUS et Cie expands its exotically inspired Zebra collection with two new adjustable Up &
Down Tables, offering endless versatility and enhanced ergonomics.
Available in square or rectangular frames, both Zebra Up & Down Tables adjust to three heights—
17.75 inches (45cm), 26.5 inches (67cm), or 29.25 inches (74cm)—accommodating a multitude
of chair styles and task-based customization, whether used as a cocktail table, dining table, or even
a desk. Cleverly integrated wheels maintain the clean lines of the legs while facilitating easy
movement for a variety of uses, from buffet service at events to pairing two tables to host larger
gatherings, or simply selecting the optimal spot to dine or work on the spur of the moment.
The Zebra collection of powder coated aluminum tables and chairs are inspired by its namesake’s
stripes and feature graceful, gently tapered legs and a striking, contemporary silhouette. The Zebra
Up & Down Tables are available in the standard collection finishes of Metallic Grey and White,
as well as an exclusive Black finish.
As durable as they are beautiful, the Zebra Up & Down Tables are well suited to both commercial
and residential settings, in both exterior and interior designs.
Zebra collection includes:
-Stackable Armchair
-Stackable Side Chair
-Lounge Chair
-Dining Table Round 82
-Dining Table Square 82
-Up & Down Table with Wheels Square 140
-Up & Down Table with Wheels Rectangle 160
-Side Table Round 62

Zebra finishes:
-Black (Up & Down Tables only)
-Metallic Gray
-White

About JANUS et Cie:
The Definitive Source for Site, Garden, and Casual Furnishings®
For more than 40 years, JANUS et Cie has been an industry leader in design-driven furnishings for the
outdoors. The luxury furniture brand, part of Lifestyle Design family with Cappellini, Cassina, Ceccotti
Collezioni, INTERNI, Luminaire, Karakter, Poltrona Frau, Luxury Living Group, and DZINE serves
commercial, hospitality and residential clients with a dedicated focus on outstanding quality, superior
craftsmanship and unparalleled service. In the years since the company's founding in 1978, JANUS et Cie
has transformed from a single showroom in the Los Angeles Pacific Design Center to a comprehensive
global design resource with 19 flagship showrooms, as well as field offices and select dealers throughout
the world.
The company's namesake—the Roman god JANUS, whose two faces look both forward and back—is the
foundation of a unified mission rooted in tradition, heritage and craft, yet equally dedicated to innovative
materials and progressive engineering. This inspired long-term view is realized through the lens of a unique
corporate culture that encourages curiosity, creativity and collaboration in the pursuit of excellence.
JANUS et Cie offers a diverse catalog of over 6,000 pieces—each design remarkably distinguished in
concept and form—and in addition to furniture, includes a growing commitment to decorative accessories
and performance textiles. Acclaimed by the most discriminating designers, architects and juried
competitions, this powerful body of work has inspired for decades a demand for beautifully imagined
furnishings to be used both indoors and out, and has influenced an entire industry in the process.
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